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1. What is the first rule to follow when you are lost? 

a. Look for safe drinking water. 

b. Find shelter. 

c. Sit still. 

d. Lay a trail to be found. 

 
2. What saved Nick’s life when he was thrown from the train? 

a. His backpack 

b. The tree branches that broke his fall 

c. The river he fell into 

d. His foot getting caught up in a vine 

 
3. What is the nickname Nick gave the man who is chasing him? 

a. Dark Eyes 

b. Baldy 

c. Beady Eyes 

d. Dead Eyes 

 
4. What is the most important part of building a campfire? 

a. Take your time and build it right from the start 

b. Use only dry wood 

c. Use lots of kindling  

d. Matches 

 
5. How does Nick notice a hidden tracker has been attached to his coat? 

a. He heard a soft beep and wondered where it was coming from. 

b. He tripped and fell on it. 

c. He heard it hit the wall of the cave when he took off his coat. 

d. In the dark of night, inside the cave, he saw a little flash of light. 

 
6. What does Nick hear approaching him? 

a. A helicopter 

b. A four-wheel ATV 

c. A drone 

d. A dirt bike 



 

 

7. What does Nick share his second hiding place with? 

a. A wolf 

b. A bear 

c. A snake 

d. A badger 

 
8. Where does Nick find the men who are looking for him? 

a. At a mining camp 

b. In a logging cabin 

c. At an abandoned settlement 

d. At an Indian village 

 
9. When Nick sneaked into his hunter’s camp, what did he NOT do? 

a. Find and take a briefcase 

b. Remove the firing pins from a rifle 

c.  Steal a sharp hunting knife 

d.  Put dirt in a gas tank 

 
10. How did Nick stop the men who were hunting him down? 

a. When the men were chasing him on their ATV, Nick lured them onto a hole he had found 

that was covered with leaves. 

b. He led them on a chase that ended near a Canadian police outpost. 

c. He tripped their ATV with an electric wire that he found hanging from a tree. 

d. He climbed up a tree and knocked down a swarm of bees on their heads. 


